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Abstract
In recent years, accountancy is defined as an information system. Information is one of the characteristics of the accountancy in communication age. Managers are the most applicants of management information system in accountancy, and they have little knowledge about the role of such a system in Iranian organizations, deprives them from a firm information relationship among managers and the accountancy of productive and industrial organizations. To solve this problem, required information of managers and engineers should be responded through a cost accounting system because of existing production technology, competition of international markets, necessity in decrease of costs and establishing quality control systems in production of Leca (Light Expanded Clay Aggregate). This article is studied on efficiency of activity based on costing because overload costs are considerable proportional to direct wage and material in Leca production.

Introduction
Deficiency of Information systems in Iran organizations do not help to managers’ decision making. The financial accountancy is dominant in Iran while the management accountancy presents a lot of information to inside users including managers. Inadequacy knowledge of managers about the role of accountancy information systems, and tax-centered accountancy in Iran resulted to inappropriate establishment of information systems. Mismanagement of knowledge and information is a bitter fruit of ignorance for the role of accountancy information systems and creating a firm relationship among managers and the accountancy of productive and industrial organizations. The reports of accountants are mainly about accountancy information systems, and should be provided by cooperation of technical managers and engineers in productive and industrial organizations including the rate of consumption of raw materials to make products.

When information system does not work properly, a relationship will not exist. Then, why do not managers and accountants understand each other? Expressing research: the changes in conditions of economic institutions and organizations, and the effect of the factors like competition intensification, the importance of activities and CRM, through combination of quality and profit have transformed the role of costing systems. Activity based on costing systems is as a result of efforts of management accountants to provide new required information. This system presents useful information about the function of organization business in addition to proper measurement of cost price. The activity based on costing is fruitful in business improvement when financial and non-financial information applied together.

A cost accounting system should respond to technical managers and engineers needed information, who interfere in decision making according to production technology and any
changes in decision making if required, competition of international markets, necessity in decrease of costs and establishing quality control systems and costing to perform them, programming for budgetary profit to enter Iran's companies to international markets and finally economic conditions.

The most important needs are as follow:
- To figure out the cost price of products and proposing suitable price
- Costing of production methods
- Costing of performing quality control systems
- Profit programming

The Important Problem

It is important for managers to access related information in decision making and systems in producing such information. If systems of cost accounting can provide information needed for technical managers and engineers, accurate decisions will comprise great profits in productive and industrial organizations. Now economic society is entering to a new phase. Economic decision makers should consider three basic points, which are their duties (norm 44 of constitution). At first, how do they achieve results of technological innovations in different fields as a means for country's development. Second, how do they adapt themselves to various market demands either domestic or international, and finally, how they adapt to international economic activities.

To answer the above points, if they control cost price then cost price of product will decrease and consequently productivity and profitability will increase in industry. Heavy investments in industry by public and private sectors, especially in mother industries, requires information to compete with foreign companies in international markets, saving costs and other economic management and even political issues, clarify the importance of methods causing improvement of output and information systems of cost accounting. Managers and engineers will be familiar with accountancy information system through establishment of these systems on activity based on costing and as a result, an information interrelation will be existed among managers and accountants.

Aim and reason of selected subject

The researcher tries to study the necessary conditions for applying the system of activity based on costing in target society, because the lack of enough knowledge to use this system in Leca company and lack of a suitable pattern to design it, on one side and changing attitude of many managers to emphasize on quality control of products, decrease the costs, competition and customers' satisfaction on the other side.

The research hypotheses of main hypothesis:
The conditions are provided to use the system of activity based on costing in Leca industry.

Lateral hypotheses:
First hypothesis: the managers are aware of principles and advantages of activity based on costing.
Second hypothesis: it is possible to evaluate necessary information for rating cost in Leca industry.
Third hypothesis: it is possible to recognize cost pools and cost derives in Leca industry.
The research domain:
Local domain: the subject of activity is related to Leca industry, so the statistical society in terms of location is Leca Company.
Time domain: there is no special time domain for the research.
Subject domain:
Activity based cost in cost accounting system of leca industry is studied in this research.

The research method
The research is in the form of library and free method. The information is collected through library method and using publications and articles. So the research variables are known and necessary information collected by using questionnaire distribution among statistical sample.

Theoretical literature of research
The system of activity based cost (ABC)
ABC system is one of the product costing systems. This system is used along with costing of work order or phase to provide exact information about costs and finally management economic decisions making. One of important characteristic of ABC is distinguishing it from traditional systems, attention to new production phenomena and technology effects which are used in services and products. Emerging automatic electronic machines and generally production technology have strongly changed the structure of product costs. When organization uses Hi tech, the costs will increase considerably but direct work costs will strongly decrease. In addition, if stock management such as in time system is used, maintenance costs of stock will heavily step down and even consumption cost of direct material will decline. Therefore, overload cost indicates strikingly increase versus direct worker's share.

Administrative Mechanism of ABC System
In traditional costing systems through making cost centers, all productive costs divided by the number of made products to determine cost price. In this system, there is no direct relation between necessary activities for producing services and products and their uses from company's financial sources. Therefore, cost price of product does not reflect activities and values of sources used directly. ABC system removes this defect through direct correlation of organizational costs with operating activities costs. From scientific point of view, ABC specifies causal relations between making costs and activities for producing service and product, which has economic value for the company. This system considers different main factors as a base for cost sharing instead of using one factor (mainly direct wage or working hours of machine). Cost centers determine rates of every single activity and these rates are obtained for products in basis of sources used for production or service.
Cost centers in Leca Company are as follow:
Leca aggregate production line 1, 2
2-Leca Block production line of 1, 2
3-public cost centers
The activities in Leca production lines are categorized as follow:
1-preparation unit
2-dust removal unit
3-dry kiln
4-kilns platform
5-transition unit
The above activities are related to production line that some supportive activities are as follow:
1-Riddle and fascicle
2-Trunery unit
3-Repair shop of motorized machinery
4-Laboratory…

Because activity based on costing is suitable in companies with much overload costs that these costs are not evenly assignable to different products according to their production. With regard to high costs in supportive units, performing ABC system is one of the desirable choices.

In this paper, research methods and statistical society and measurement tools will be explained. The analogical method is used in theoretical research that by theoretical collection ABC system is used in Leca Company.

As we have already talked about managers and engineers knowledge on accounting system, then to collect the information, a multi-choice questionnaire with 20 questions prepared and delivered to them. The answers and information received by this way is a base for statistical analysis on replication of rate needed to present accounting system and shows necessity of conditions to use ABC system. The results of library work include expressing characteristics of ABC system, presenting necessary steps to perform the systems and suggesting information environment based on ABC as a field to use information analysis in new environment.

Variables and limitations.

To prove Ohm hypothesis, accounting system replication to required information of managers is considered. So after gathering information if they are important from managers view and not presented by accounting systems, the hypothesis will not be accepted. So does lack of replication to information needs arise from disability of present accounting systems? Are these systems performed properly to test outputs effects on managers decision making. In other side do managers always demand information from accounting unit for decision making? The answer is a limitation which affects on research results.

There are three reasons for lack of information relation between accountants and managers and engineers in organizations:
- The traditional system of cost accounting can not present related information to technical managers.
- The traditional system of cost accounting is not established and performed properly in order to have a suitable output.
- Managers and engineers do not feel a need to accounting reports for different reasons.

As seen, there is no information connector between accountants and managers in existing of every situation mentioned before. Regarding the first reason, the subject is testable through questions and questionnaire and collected information and the research introduces an alternative. Second and third reasons are considered research limitations which impact on dispatched answers, so we ignore them. In this research we assumed that accounting systems are performed properly and managers need to accounting information in decision making, therefore we test the effects of other independent variables.
Information collection method

In every research the most important part is information collection in order to analyze and conclude, as we did the same way because materials and ideas are closer to reality in anonymous questionnaire. Then questionnaires based on Likert degree spectrum, familiar with accountancy system and also the type of information relations between accountancy system and managers and engineers have been studied. For statistical covering, 60 questionnaires were distributed among managers, engineers and supervisors of different departments.

Statistical method of deductive analysis

The analysis of deductive statistics always requires sampling and selecting a small group which is related to a large group. The aim of deductive analysis is to deduce results about societies according to observations in samples.

The questions of research questionnaire based on five degrees of Likert’s spectrum from very low to very high to specify the tendency from fully disagree to fully agree and very high. Their scores are as follow:
- Very low = 1
- Low = 2
- Medium = 3
- High = 4
- Very high = 5

Based on given coefficients, the mean of answers is 3. This number is compared to mean of answers for every question and sum of questions and through it hypotheses are accepted or rejected.

At first the hypothesis is presented in two hypotheses $H_0$ and $H_1$ to analyze data that $H_0$ is in disagreement with proposed hypothesis and $H_1$ is agreeing with it. Then hypotheses $H_0$, $H_1$ by using average of given coefficients to answers ($\frac{1+2+3+4+5}{5}$) formulated as follow:

If answers mean of Likert spectrum is less than 3, hypothesis $H_0$ is proved and as a result $H_1$ is rejected and contrary to this hypothesis is also true.

To analyze hypothesis, answers should be computed. To compute mean, at first for questions in a column have been determined coefficients 1 to 5 respectively that the number of answers to every question are written in frequency column ($f$) and finally coefficients of every question $x$ multiply to number of answers $f$ and product is written in column $fx$ and then the mean is computed using this formula:

$$\mu = \frac{\sum fx}{fx}$$

Hypotheses analysis

First hypothesis: Leca company managers are aware about principles and advantages of activity based on costing.

The questions number 2, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18 are planned out in proportion to the above hypothesis. Therefore to prove or reject hypothesis, obtained information of these questions is used. The feedbacks of respondents are as follow:

Reviewing first hypothesis shows that it can be presented for statistical analysis in the form of hypotheses $H_0$, $H_1$ as follow:
Hypothesis H₀: the managers are not aware about principles and advantages of activity based cost.
Hypothesis H₁: managers are aware of principles and advantages of activity based on costing. The mean of five choices questions is 3. Then hypotheses H₀, H₁ can be formulated as:

\[ H₀ : \mu \leq 3 \]
\[ H₁ : \mu > 3 \]

T-Test (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAR00007</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>3.3061</td>
<td>.97419</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One-Sample Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Value = 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAR00007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because the mean of hypothesis analysis (according to software report is 3.306) is statistically more than mean of answers in Likert spectrum, so hypothesis H₀ is rejected and hypothesis H₁ is accepted. Therefore, allegedly, the managers of Leca Company are aware of principles and advantages of activity based on costing.

Second hypothesis:
It is possible to evaluate necessary information for costing in Leca Company. The questions 3, 8, 9,11,19,20 planned in proportion to the above hypothesis, so to prove or reject hypothesis, obtained information of these questions is used. Reviewing second hypothesis shows that it can be presented for statistical analysis in the form of hypothesis H₀, H₁ as:

Hypothesis H₀: it is not possible to evaluate necessary information for costing in Leca Company.
Hypothesis H₁: it is possible to evaluate necessary information for costing in Leca Company. The mean of answers of five choices questions is 3. So hypotheses H₀, H₁ can be tabulated (next page) and formulated:

\[ H₀ : \mu \leq 3 \]
\[ H₁ : \mu > 3 \]

T-Test(2)
Test (2) - because the mean of hypothesis analysis (3.785) is more than the mean of answers in Likert spectrum. So hypothesis $H_0$ is rejected and hypothesis $H_1$ is accepted. Therefore, it is possible to evaluate necessary information for costing in Leca Company.

4-3rd hypothesis
It is possible to recognize cost pools and cost derives in Leca Company. The questions number 5, 16, 7, 14 and 16 are planned in proportion to the above hypothesis. So to prove or reject this hypothesis, obtained information of these questions is used. Reviewing second hypothesis shows that it can be presented for statistical analysis in the form of hypothesis $H_0$, $H_1$ as follow:
Hypothesis $H_0$: it is not possible to recognize cost pools and cost derives in Leca Company.
Hypothesis $H_1$: it is possible to recognize cost pools and cost derives in Leca Company.
The mean of five choices questions is 3. So hypotheses $H_0$, $H_1$ can be formulated as next page and table 3-4:

\[ H_0 : \mu \leq 3 \]
\[ H_1 : \mu > 3 \]

T-Test (3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAR00007</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>3.1429</td>
<td>.99152</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One-Sample Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAR00007</td>
<td>2.411</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.14286</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Because the mean of hypothesis analysis (according to software report is 3.143) is statistically more than mean of questions in Likert spectrum (3), so hypothesis $H_0$ is rejected and hypothesis $H_1$ is accepted. Therefore, it is possible to recognize cost pools and cost derives in Leca Company.

**Ohm hypothesis:**
There are necessary conditions to use activity based on costing in Leca Company. According to analysis results and lateral hypotheses (1 to 3), it is possible to use ABC system in Leca Company. The questions are related to the above hypotheses. Therefore, the researcher uses obtained information of these questions to prove or reject the mentioned hypothesis. Reviewing Ohm hypothesis shows that it can be presented for statistical analysis in the form of hypothesis $H_0, H_1$ as follow:

Hypothesis $H_0$: there are not necessary conditions to use ABC system in Leca Company.
Hypothesis $H_1$: there are necessary conditions to use ABC system in leca company.

$H_0 : \mu \leq 3$

$H_1 : \mu \geq 3$

**T-Test (4)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Value = 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n, df, Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.529, 139, .000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

According to Tables 4-4, the amount of mean (3.214) proves hypothesis $H_1$. Because this amount is lesser than answers in Likert spectrum, then Hypothesis $H_0$ is rejected. Therefore, there are necessary conditions to use ABC system in Leca Company.
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